Comment Set D.44: Drew Austin Marquart

Date: 9-14-06

Name*: Drew Austin Marquart

Affiliation (if any):* 

Address:* 20336 Amoza Ave. #25

City, State, Zip Code:* Torrance, CA 90803

Telephone Number:* 310-214-1914 Hm

Email:* Drew-Austin2006@yahoo.com

"I like the Alternative 5 is not a good idea. Because I enjoy going to the ocean beach and also enjoy hiking on the Pacific Crest Trail as well as visit my friends that live in the area. I just don't see it too be very enjoyable to be fishing at electric magnetic power plant. I feel that a 200 foot tower would not be appealing while walking on a trail running to the ocean with this huge tower in the middle of it are ugly.

Thank you. Drew Marquart

*Please print. Your name, address, and comments become public information and may be released to interested parties if requested.

Please either deposit this sheet at the sign-in table before you leave today, or fold, stamp, and mail. Insert additional sheets if needed. Comments must be postmarked by September 18, 2006. Comments may also be faxed to the project hotline at (661) 215-5152 or emailed to antelope-pardee@aspeneg.com.
Response to Comment Set D.44: Drew Austin Marquart

D.44-1 Thank you for your comment. The Draft EIR/EIS acknowledges that Alternative 5 would contribute to the long-term loss or degradation of recreational trails. Please see Section C.9.10 for a discussion of impacts to recreation areas along this alternative.